elements. The dual space of each vector space V over F/ will be denoted by V*: F* = HomF/(F,F/). Given any intermediate field F of K/k , we put XF = Gal(F/k)*, for the sake of simplicity. We moreover put G = Gal(K/k), whence Xk = G*. We denote by i the linear isomorphism from A2 Xk onto (/\2 G)* such that (l(X A X'))(g A g') = X(g)x'(g') ~ X(g')x'(g) for any x. X' € Xk and any g, g' £ G. For each prime v of k, Dv denotes the decomposition group of v for K/k . Let P denote the set of finite primes of k ramified in K.
In the present paper, we will first prove: This section is devoted to proving Theorem 1. Put 77 = Gal(K/F).
Let Cor" denote, for each v £ P, the corestriction map H2(DVH/H, Z)^H2(G/H, Z), and let / be the homomorphism 0772(7)"77/77, Z) -772(G/77, Z) defined by f ( E z" ) = E Cor" z"' z» e H2(DVH/H, Z).
Then, it follows from Tate [7, p. 198 ] that (NF/kJF n kx)/NF/kFx = Coker/ (cf. also [4, 5] Theorem 1 then shows that the Hasse norm principle does not hold for F/k. Therefore Theorem 2 is proved.
In the following, we will be concerned with the case k = Q. For any prime p = 1 (mod 21), we denote by C^ the cyclic extension over Q of degree / with conductor p.
Let U be a finite set of primes = 1 (mod 21), and let S, T be subsets of U. Then we let <P(C/; S, T) denote the set of primes q = 1 (mod 21) which are not in U and satisfy, for each p £ U, the following conditions:
( In this section, we assume k = Q from the beginning. Let K denote the maximal unramified central extension of K in the narrow sense, i.e., the maximal extension of K such that K is a Galois extension over Q, the center of Gal(k/Q) contains Gal(K/K), and any finite prime of K is unramified in K. We denote by 3? the genus field of K in the narrow sense, i.e., the maximal abelian extension over Q containing K such that any finite prime of K is unramified in 3£. For each intermediate field L of K/JF, put XL = Gal(L/3?)\ It is known (cf. [1, 6, 4] ) that (5) Gal ( Corollary. Let y be an element of /\2 XK with i(y) £ f]p£P(/\2 Dp)1. Then there exists a unique cyclic extension L of degree I over X contained in k for which p*(Xf) is generated by i(y). Moreover, if F is a subfield of K such that y £ A2 XF, then L is a subfield of FJf.
We conclude the paper with a result immediately obtained from Theorems 2 and 3.
Proposition, (i) If n is odd, then K is the composite ofi the genus field JP ofi K in the narrow sense and the maximal unramified central extensions F in the narrow sense of all proper subfields F ofi K: \fck j
(ii) If n is even, then there exist infinitely many examples of K such that
